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WP 5 2019_04_15
Present: Antti Laitinen, Anu Märkälä (secr.), Vera Mol, Monique Leegte, Egle Gedrimiene, Kiira Noponen, Janniina Määttä

Apologies: Tarja Puura

Time: 14:44-15:10 

Meeting notes: 

Discussion based on the meeting notes of the latest meeting
This was addressed earlier in the weekly meeting.

Website updates
Kiira has made some updates and  will also delete the link in the end of the web page which leads to the old mock-up Kiira Noponen
demo.
There is no separate section in the menu for framework architecture.    will send an email to Ari & Antti at CSC Vera Mol Monique Leegte
and request for content for that.

New blogs or articles
all texts to be published on the web page

Framework/ Ari - The blog is ready and out.   will tweet about it this week.Anu Märkälä
Compleap´s Data Declaration/ Egle?
Other blogs? It was suggested that   and Topias would co-write a new blog on the piloting in the beginning of Kiira Noponen
June.
Translation of Antti´s previous texts in English? - Discussion whether the texts should be translated or not. The consensus was 
that no articles in Finnish should be published on Compleap´s webpage.   to translate + proof reading by EDUFI Anu Märkälä
perhaps.

Measurements of the workshops and webinars
EDUFI has taken notes on the demo sessions: https://wiki.eduuni.fi/x/oAAtBQ
In addition,  number of participants in dissemination events and other events should be documented. Vera has added a new column 
"FFF" in the events calendar under WP 5 and wishes to get figures there.     + all to up-date Kiira Noponen Annica Moore Anu Märkälä
these.

Workshops/events in the Netherlands and Germany, Cologne 14.5.2019
SBB does not seem interested to take part in co-operation because of intense competition and politicization around lifelong learning in 
Netherlands.

Europass case study
workshop in Budapest in the first week of June

To be decided who will participate in the workshop. (at least Monique and Erik from DUO, Eva from EDUFI + others?)
The meeting was closed 15:10   and the rest of the topics will be discussed later.
Closing seminar together with WP4?

Closing seminar will be arranged in Skills Week in October 14-18 (Tue, Wed or Thu but not no Mon nor Fri because of traveling).
Other big events in autumn: 

EAIE September 24-27th  Europass+EMREX in the same booth. DUO will be there as well.https://www.eaie.org/helsinki.html
Dare to learn September 19-20
Skills week October 14-18
Tarja will check how it is with the events in Jyväskylä
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